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InterMapper’s Benefits 

!  Multi-site deployment 
!  Highly Scalable 
!  Cross platform  
!  Easy to install and set up 
!  Unique graphical view 
!  Real-time monitoring 
!  Alerting on thresholds not just failure 
!  Real-time charting of thousands of data points 



Sample Deployment—1 

!  InterMapper at branch 
office A 

!  Behind Firewall 
!  RemoteAccess in 

NOC or in the field 
!  Views and configures 

the server  



Sample Deployment—2 

!  InterMapper in NOC 
!  RemoteAccess in net 

admin’s office 
!  RemoteAccess at Help 

Desk and in the field 



Sample Deployment—3 

!  InterMapper installed 
at two customer sites 

!  Configure and 
monitor from NOC 



See the Health of the Network 

!  What’s working 
!  What’s down 
!  Heavy traffic areas 
!  ROI:  Knowing 

when and where 
bottlenecks and 
outages occur 
immediately saves 
time and money 
fixing the issues.   



Device and Interface Statistics 

!  Live Data 
!  100’s of Data Points 
!  Chartable 

!                 UPS Probe: 



Device & Interface Statistics 

!  Monitor Server  
    Health 

!  Host Resources: 



Customized Thresholds 

!  Set Device and 
Traffic Thresholds 

!  Alert on packet 
loss, round trip 
time 

!  Per-server, per-
map, per-device 



NetFlow 

!  Good 
diagnostic 
tool 

!  Identifies 
who’s 
“hogging the 
bandwidth” 



And sFlow, JFlow, cFlow 

!  Spot DoS attacks 
!  Historic Data Analysis 
!  Patterns & Trends 
!  Country of Origin 



Built-in Probes 

!  85+ built-in probes 
let you maximize the 
amount of real-time 
information you can 
see 

!  SNMP traffic 
!  Servers (web, mail, 

file, printers, etc.) 
!  Applications 
!  Create your own as 

needed 



Notifications—Part I 

    ROI:  Immediate 
alert of problems or 
potential problems.  
Alert thresholds 
mean you can act 
before a problem 
becomes critical.    



Notifications—Part II 

!  Decide who is 
to receive the 
notifications, 
how and when 



Charts show Historical Data 

!  ROI: You can chart hundreds of data points.  
Trending data enables you to monitor QoS in 
real time.   

!  Degraded service can be detected and fixed 
early on. 



Sub-maps 

!  Main map shows 
overall status 

!  Sub-map shows 
detailed state 

!  Makes InterMapper 
scalable  



Autodiscovery 

!  InterMapper discovers 
and lays out the map 

!  ROI: Start monitoring 
within minutes. Save 
expensive and time-
consuming on-site 
visits.  



Entering Devices Manually 

!  Enter a list of devices 
with IPv4 or IPv6 
addresses, DNS 
names 

!  Import from a file 



Sample Customer Maps 



Sample Customer Map 



Sample Customer Map 



Sample Customer Map 



Read-only View via Web 

!  ROI: Allow 
users controlled 
access to 
network maps.  

!  Increase overall 
awareness— 
Stay in constant 
touch. 



Helper Applications 

!  Invoke other 
applications 

!  Add functions 
easily 

!  “Just a right-
click away” 



Why Use InterMapper? 
!  Open Source-1 
!  Nagios 



Why Use InterMapper? - 2 

!  Nagios 
!  Pros: 
!  Open Source 
!  Big Community 
!  Free 
!  Cons: 
!  5 minute polling – miss a lot of information 
!  Requires large server – more expensive than InterMapper 
!  Contains few probes. Very time consuming to add more 
!  No graphs, therefore no trending information 
!  No web interface 
!  Very hard to map the network 
!  No Flows feature 



Why Use InterMapper? - 3 
!  Open Source-2 
!  CACTI 



Why Use InterMapper? -4 

!  CACTI 
!  Pros: 
!  Great Color Graphs 
!  Use RRD Database 
!  Open Source 
!  Free 
!  Web interface for configuration 
!  Cons: 
!  5 minute polling – miss a lot of information 
!  Requires large server – more expensive than InterMapper 
!  Contains few probes. Very time consuming to add more 
!  No alerting 
!  No Flows feature 



Why Use InterMapper? -4 

!  Open Source 
!  Conclusions: 
!  The man hours necessary to configure the open source solutions to come 

closer to InterMapper’s feature set make these “free” applications more 
expensive than InterMapper 

!  The feature sets are incomplete compared to InterMapper and would 
necessitate the use of additional applications 

!  InterMapper’s “time to implementation” is easy and fast 
!  InterMapper’s robust feature set gives a more comprehensive 24/7 network 

health analysis 



Why Use InterMapper? - Summary 

!  Solves your problems – fast! 
!  Easy to use with other products and services 
!  Identifies the need for system upgrades & 

deployment of hardware 
!  Makes it easy to manage remote sites — spend 

less time driving 
!  Reduces costs by saving time, and money 
!  Hit problems as they start, and before they 

become critical 



Thank you 


